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ABSTRACT 

Part-of-speech tagging in Marathi language is a very complex 

task as Marathi is highly inflectional in nature & free word 

order language. In this paper we have demonstrated a rule-

based Part-of-Speech tagger for Marathi Language. The hand–

constructed rules that are learned from corpus and some 

manual addition after studying the grammar of Marathi 

language are added and that are used for developing the 

tagger. Disambiguation is done by analyzing the linguistic 

feature of the word, its preceding word, its following word, 

etc. After testing the system with three data sets we got 

encouraging results. The accuracy of our system is of an 

average 78.82% after testing it on three different data sets. 

General Terms 

Natural Language Processing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging is an important process used as 

a building block for various NLP tasks like Machine 

translation, Natural language text processing and 

summarization, User interfaces, Multilingual and cross 

language information retrieval, Speech recognition, Artificial 

intelligence, Parsing , Expert system and so on. POS tagging 

is the process of choosing the correct grammatical tag for a 

word based on the context or morphological properties. 

Automated POS has been extensively used for more than one 

decade. POS taggers are designed with the aim of analyzing 

text of sample language using corpora to determine the 

syntactic categories of the words or phrases used in the text. 

POS tagger is a program that accepts an unprepared raw text 

as input and to each word adds a tag specifying its 

grammatical properties. It performs a mapping from sequence 

of words to a sequence of lexical categories. POS tagging 

consists of 3 stages: Tokenization, Morphological Analysis 

and Disambiguation. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY  
The work on Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging has begun in the 

early 1960s [30]. The POS tagger can be implemented by 

using either a supervised technique or an unsupervised 

technique [12, 27]. Under these two categories different 

approaches have been used for the implementation of POS 

taggers such as :  Rule-based [8,13,19,30], Stochastic or 

probabilistic [4,15, 10], Neural networks [17] and Hybrid 

[33].The earliest taggers S. Kelin & R. Simmons (1963) and 

Barba B. Greene & Gerald M . Rubin (1971) has large sets of 

hand constructed rules for assigning tags on the basis of word 

character patterns and on the basis of tags assigned to 

preceding or following word, but they had only small lexical, 

primarily for exceptions to the rules [30]. The rule-based 

approach for developing POS tagging was continued, most 

notably by Karlsson (1990) [16], Voltilainen and colleagues 

(1995) [8, 10], Tapanainen and Chanod (1994) [19], and Brill 

(1992) [13] Kh Raju Singha et.al (2012)[23].The statistical 

approach is also used for POS tagging. Various approaches in 

stochastic tagging are –Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 

taggers [4], Transformation –based Taggers. e.g. -Brill’s 

Tagger (1995) , Decision Tree learning for Taggers. e.g. - 

Helmut Schmid Tree Tagger (1994) , Maximum Entropy 

Taggers [2], Neural Networks [17], Memory Based Learning 

[33]. The alternative approaches for development of POS 

tagging systems includes Neural Networks and Hybrid 

taggers. Nakamura (1990) trained a 4-layer feed-forward 

network with upto three preceding Part-of-Speech tag as input 

to predict the word category of next word [17]. Federici and 

Pirrelli (1993) & Helmut Schmid (1994) developed a POS 

tagger which is based on a Multilayer Perceptron network. 

Adwait Ratnaparkhi (1996) came up with a POS tagger based 

on Maximum Entropy model [2]. Weischeded (1993), 

Merialdo (1994)  are based on hidden markov model. K.T. 

Lua (1996) used genetic algorithms for POS tagging of 

Chinese sentence [26]. Jelink (1994) Magerman (1995) uses 

Statistical Decision Tree [2]. Hybrid taggers are also 

developed such as CLAWS.  Graside and Smith (1997) used 

both statistical and rule-based approaches [31]. In this 

scenario, POS tagging for highly inflectional languages 

presents an interesting study. Morphologically rich languages 

are typically free-word ordered, which causes fixed-context 

systems to be hardly adequate for statistical approaches 

(Samuelsson and Voutilainen 1997) [31]. Morphology based 

POS tagging of some languages like Turkish (Oflazer and 

Kuruoz 1994), Arabic (Guiassa 2006), Czech (Hajic 2001), 

Modern Greek (Orphanos 1999), Hungarian (Megyesi 1999) 

and Hindi (Singh, Gupta, Shrivastava and Bhattacharyya 

2006) has been tried out using hand- crafted rules and 

statistical learning [31]. A lot of work for a language like 

English, related to POS tagging has been carried out. Brill 

(1992) developed a POS tagger for English using rule-based 

approach, which is one of the most successful tagger [13].  
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Dinesh kumar et. al. in 2010 did a survey for part-of-speech 

taggers for Morphologically rich Indian languages such as 

(Hindi, Punjabi, Malayalam, Bengali and Telgu)[11]. Jyoti 

Singh et. al. in 2013 used a trigram method for part of speech 

tagging of Marathi text. So by taking this literature as a basis 

we have decided to develop a rule-based POS tagger for 

Marathi language. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The process of POS tagging consists of three stages: 

Tokenization, Morphological analysis and Disambiguation By 

considering these three stages of POS tagging we have 

developed our own architecture for Marathi POS tagger as 

given in fig 1. 

3.1 Tokenization  
Tokenization is the process of separating tokens from raw 

text. Marathi is a segmented language where word boundaries 

are fixed. Words are separated by white spaces or punctuation 

marks. In segmented languages like Marathi since word 

boundaries are clear tokenization becomes easy. So by using 

this we can easily find out the tokens from the sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Tokens 

3.1.1 Problems of Tokenization for Marathi 

language  
The word in Marathi may include hyphen (-) and colon (:) like 

(Ex- chalata – chalata , swatacha) but no other punctuation 

mark. The major problems in tokenization for Marathi 

language are listed below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Segmentation  

Segments with the period at the end (Ex- va. pu. kale.) suffer 

from segmentation ambiguity. The period can denote an 

abbreviation or the end of the sentence, or both as like 

English. If a hyphenated segment such as (Ex- don – tin) is 

encountered then hyphens should be treated as independent 

tokens and the words don and tin are also considered as two 

different tokens.  

 Round up 

If a word consisting of a sequence of segments such as a 

proper noun (Ex- navi delhi) then this proper noun is 

considered as two different tokens like navi and delhi. 

3.2 Stemming  
Stemming process removes all possible affixes and thus 

reduces the word to its stem. Stemmer stems the term by 

pattern matching. The stemming process is carried out as 

given in fig.3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3 : Stemming process 

Example: By considering our above example after stemming 

the stems of the tokens as given in table 1.  
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Fig 1 : Architecture of our POS tagging system. 
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Table 1. Stemming example 

Word maaogara fulalaa va kL\yaaMnaa bahr Aalaa . 

Stem maaogara fula va kL\yaa bahr Aa . 

 

In Marathi language the infected words are the words, which 

belong to Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, or Verb. So the Suffix 

Replacements Rules (SRRs) are used for these categories 

words only. The SRRs are used to convert the stem word into 

the root-word. We have developed 25 SRRs. The sample rule 

for masculine nouns is as below: 

Table 2. SRR example 

Rule If the stem word ends with Aa replace Aa by A 

Example kagada  becomes kagad 

Exception    maamaa ,  kaka 

Example: For the word Kalya the SRR applies is If the stem 

word ends with ‘ya’  replace ‘ya’ by  e / i is used and then the 

word kali is identified as a root-word. The root-words that are 

identified are then given to morphological analyzer. 

3.3 Morphological Analysis 
Morphological analysis is the process of formation and 

alteration of words. Morphological analysis gives the 

information about the words like possible POS tags, gender, 

etc. The morphological analysis is carried out by dictionary 

lookup and morpheme analysis rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4: Process of morphological analysis 

 

Table 3. Morphological analysis example 

Root 

Word 
maaogara fula va kLI bahr Aalaa . 

Possible 

POS 
Tags 

N N/V C N/V N/V V P 

3.4 Disambiguation 
A word can have more than one grammatical categories based 

on the context where it is used. So disambiguation is 

necessary to resolve the ambiguity. Disambiguation selects 

the most possible sequence of lexemes by the use of rule-base 

model or Hidden Markov Model. Based on the corpus we 

have identified 11 disambiguation rules that are used to 

remove the ambiguity. The sample disambiguation rules that 

are developed are as follows:  

Table 4. Disambiguation rule 

Rule If suffix is ( pNa / pNaa /  %va / ta / ya / [- / Aa[- / vaa / kI / 

igarI ) 

If root-word’s tag = = A  

Then tag = N 

Example  lahanapNa , jaD%va , navalaa[- 

 

According to the disambiguation rules the tags that are 

assigned as follows: 

Table 5. Example of disambiguation  

Root 

word 
maaogara fula va kLI bahr Aalaa . 

Possible 

Pos tag 
N V C N N V P 

  

3.5 Tag Generation 
This is final phase of the POS tagger. Tag generator generates 

the appropriate tag based on tokenization, morphological 

analysis and disambiguation process. The example are as 

given below: 

Table 6. Tag generation example 

Root 

word 
maaogara fula va kLI bahr Aalaa . 

Possible 

Pos tag 
N V C N N V P 

  

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION  
We have developed our own corpus consisting of 576 unique 

words. Our tag set consists of 9 tags for main POS categories 

of Marathi language only. In order to evaluate the POS tagger 

for Marathi language we have used three different Test Data 

Sets (TDS). The first one (TDS1) and third (TDS3) are a sets 

constructed from the corpus sentences and the second one 

(TDS2) is constructed from the random sequence of the words 

from the corpus. The accuracy in percentage of the tagger is 

calculated using the formula given below : 
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The summarized results of the evaluation are as given in 

following tables: 

Table 7. Tagging accuracy 

 

The accuracy of the system in the form of recall, precision & 

f-measure is as given in the following table: 

Table 8.  Tagging results 

Test Data Set Precision Recall F-Measure 

TDS1 0.7788 0.9412 0.8225 

TDS2 0.8644 0.9272 0.8946 

TDS3 0.8416 0.9901 0.9098 

 

We can say that the system is working with a quite good 

accuracy. The errors occur because Marathi is very 

ambiguous language. The errors are also due to the small size 

of corpus. If the size of the corpus is increased then more 

rules can be discovered which will help to reduce the error 

rate. Most of the errors occur during the disambiguation 

module. The ambiguity and error rate can be reduced by 

studying Marathi Grammar structure and Marathi linguists in 

more details. Based on table 8 we can conclude that the rule 

based technique is well suitable for morphologically rich 

language like Marathi. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this work we have reported the POS tagger for Marathi 

language using the rule-based technique. After developing the 

system and testing it with three data sets we came to the 

conclusion that our system is working with a quite good 

accuracy at an average of 78.82% which is acceptable. 

Although the corpus size is relatively small but our tagger still 

cope up with other taggers, and if the size of corpus is 

increased then more rules can be discovered and thus the error 

rate can be reduced which will ultimately increase the 

accuracy of the tagger. 

6. FUTIRE WORK 
In stemming procedure the suffixes are removed and then the 

word is searched in dictionary. These suffixes belong to cases 

and preposition category. So for the word like ‘ vikas ’ where 

the word itself consist of cases at their end, the problem arises 

due to the rule of stemming. From the word ‘ vikas ’ the last 

‘s’ is removed first and then the characteristics mark  ‘ a ’ thus 

we get the word ‘ vik ’ as stem. Similarly the same type of 

wrong result will be generated for the words like ‘kunchala’, 

‘kes’, ‘darshana’, ‘nate’ that ends with cases. In Marathi 

language almost all verb in present tense ends with ‘Ne’ like 

‘KhaNe’, ‘GaNe’, etc., but some noun like vataNe , futaNe,  

etc. also ends with ‘Ne’.The statements like ‘ tu Jhaad  laav.’ , 

and  ‘tu ghar Jhaad.’ , ‘ Jhaad ’ is appearing in both the 

statements but with different tag at former statement the 

correct tag is assigned but in later statement the wrong tag is 

given to the word. Handling all the issues is an interesting 

task. 
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